We have created everything we can balance - Anything Past or Present.
The Void represents 1,000 x every emotion of every individual
in every thought. That is why there may be fear with the reflection
of the Void. This energy is black & dense - it contains all the
energy ever given by humans for different feelings & emotions.
Think about this:
If we were below sea level,
how heavy or dense would it be?
The lighter vibrations can not
affect the lower vibrations.

Old Energy
and Spirits - Souls
are attracted to this
lighter vibration.

GOD - CREATOR - SOURCE
Where Angels Live
Where Our Higher Self Exists
A Finer Light
A Vibration We Cannot Feel
The Lighter Vibrations

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE CONSCIOUS? TO START TO BECOME OPEN?
- WHEN WE ARE “OPEN”, WE BECOME EVEN MORE.
When a person starts to become
One (the beginning - the first step)

All energy is attracted to Oneness

Where 1 Billion Catholics are being controlled.

Big Citites hold a lot of sexual energy,
people & groups.

+

There has been a lot of hate & anger
projected from other countries onto
New York City & Washington D.C.

Lots of people live in big cities with
all kinds of energy around them
every day.

The emotion around
religion & sadness

EARTH IS A 4,000 MILE GRAVITY “WELL”
- WHICH GETS DENSER AND
HOLDS ENERGY

The energy around
war & suffering

Each emotion is a duality / polarity

-

FIND BALANCE
Of Duality

+

The energy
around 1 Billion
Muslims and their
place of birth

An event on earth,
because of mass media,
affects the entire
collective consciousness

Are lost spirits / souls or pieces
trapped in the energy of the past?

1. Is there a collective
consciousness of every
individual emotion?
2. So many feelings or
energies given to
everything - feelings
of anger or love?
3. Is this where we come
to learn about creation?
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AIDS - SICKNESS
LOSS - HUNGER
ALONE

-

Because of history,
old feelings can cause an
energy path to be created

POVERTY - HUNGER

In some areas, the energy
is denser and more solid.

The tremendous energy of emotions
can make up storms or winds - Africa to the United States.
Is this old energy taking the form of storms or winds?
The world is made up of millions of emotions
from the past & the present.

Poles are Energy
Shifts which cause
electro-magnetic
fields affecting
the collective
consciousness.

HATE - ANGER

How much pressure
is there on our soul?

HOW MANY LEVELS OR
EMOTIONS ARE THERE?
ONE THOUSAND, ONE MILLION
OR ONE BILLION?

+

There are millions of bands of vibrations,
each containing thousands of different emotions.

Some energy or
emotions create a
density or heaviness
throughout the world.

-

HOW MUCH OF OURSELF IS STUCK IN
THE PAST - WHERE IT GETS KILLED
OR LOST IN OUR EMOTIONS? - THESE
BECOME PIECES OF OUR SPIRIT
-SOUL STUCK IN THE OLD
CREATIONS OF OUR PAST.

HOW MANY PIECES OF OURSELVES ARE WE EXPERIENCING?

